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MOTION AND MAGNETS

GRADE 3

Discussion Questions:
1. How is skateboarding artistic?

2. How is skateboarding scientific?

Discussion Questions:
1. How do forces work when you ride a bike?

2. How have bicycles changed over time?

Discussion Question:
1. Why were pendulums important for clocks and keeping
    time?

Smithsonian Science for the Classroom Module: How Can We Predict Patterns of Motion?
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4 Discussion Questions:
1. Why do you get an electric shock sometimes when you
    rub your feet and then touch something?

2. How do lightning rods protect buildings?

Discussion Questions:
1. Why is a lodestone magnetic?

2. How have lodestones been useful over
    time?

Discussion Question:
1. What evidence do scientists have that Earth acts like 
    a large magnet?

Discussion Questions:
1. How do magnets help us communicate?

2. How do magnets help us travel?
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GRADE 3 PHYSICAL SCIENCE: Motion and Magnets 

Smithsonian Science for the Classroom Module: How Can We Predict Patterns of Motion? 

“Let’s Skate!” 

How is skateboarding artistic? (A skateboard deck can show artwork. Skateboard tricks 
are creative expressions.) 

How is skateboarding scientific? (Moving a skateboard uses force. The motions involved in 
tricks use forces.) 

 

“Round and Round” 

How do forces work when you ride a bike? (You use force to push the pedals of a bike.) 

How have bicycles changed over time? (The wheels used to be different sizes. There was 
no chain. The pedals used to attach to the front wheel.) 

 

“Tick Tock” 

Why were pendulums important for clocks and keeping time? (The swing of the pendulum 
was used to keep time.) 

 

“Charge It Up” 

Why do you get an electric shock sometimes when you rub your feet and then touch 
something? (Your feet rubbing are building up electric charge or static electricity.)  

How do lightning rods protect buildings? (Lightning hits to rod and electricity is carried to 
the ground instead of damaging other parts of the building.) 

 

“Surprising Stones” 

Why is a lodestone magnetic? (It contains a mineral called magnetite.) 

How have lodestones been useful over time? (They were used by people at sea to help 
them find their way.) 

 

“Our Magnetic Planet” 

What evidence do scientists have that Earth acts like a large magnet? (Magnetite is found 
in lava rocks that come out of volcanoes.) 
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“Saying Hello with Magnets” 

How do magnets help us communicate? (They are used in devices like cell phones.) 

How do magnets help us travel? (They are used for special kinds of trains.) 
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